Who is EATIS.org?

EATIS.org is a Not-For-Profit (NFP) association. We are a social-scientific network of professors and researchers in Computer Science interested in Telematics and Information Systems.

EATIS.org are composed by 81 PhD researchers and professors volunteers, affiliated to 65 universities or research institutions, spread to 31 countries, around all continents. This is the basis of the EATIS.org conferences Program Committees. EATIS.org - Euro American Association on Telematics and Information Systems permanent institutional goal is to actively promote academic collaboration between European and American continents universities. In this way, provide state-of-the-art discussions that can motivate key research directions to young researchers, local enterprises, and new R&D research groups.

EATIS conferences are hosted consecutively in American and Europe continents. The Computing Research an Education Association of Australasia, CORE, has classified EATIS conferences with category "C". The CORE committee felt that the conferences have sufficient strength, track-record, visibility, processes, and support, to warrant listing as a "C". It is one more step to excellence.

Thanks a lot to all our community.

You can read an EATIS.org Profile here ¡¡¡¡ https://youtu.be/UBQU6ky0sv8(video in Spanish about EATIS 2020) ¡¡¡¡